Abstract-The most travel delays in daily trips in modern large urban areas take place primarily at signal-controlled junctions due to regular interruption by alternating traffic lights. Therefore in urban traffic control road networks alleviation increasing of traffic congestion at signalized junctions becomes one of the most significant issues, facing decision makers at various levels of management. This paper is devoted to development of methodological tools to cope with problem of settings traffic signals for congested transportation network. The global traffic control system is assumed to define timing parameters of signals for the whole transportation network. Users of network are believed to react on any fixed signal setting, assigning according to user-equilibrium of Wardrop. Thus, the global optimal signal settings problem under user network equilibrium conditions is formulated as bi-level optimization program. When travel time is modeled by modified linear BPR cost function, the userequilibrium flow patterns for two intersecting networks of parallel routes could be obtained as explicit condition of the lower programming level.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main challenges for decision makers at different levels of management in modern worldwide large cities is coping with enormous traffic jams on their road networks. Authorities faced with such complicated problem are forced to implement various quite expensive arrangements. On the one hand, they tend to put into operation new infrastructure facilities and, on the other hand, they try to reorganize road traffic. Wherein, continuously growing travel demand encourages the development of advanced methodological tools and technological innovations to meet newly emerging requirements. Especially, the need for innovations is felt in the area of traffic signal control as soon as numerous signalized junctions of the road networks contribute most significantly by alternating traffic lights. Extra complexity are appended by intricacy of large scale transportation networks and their inner nontrivial coherence. Therefore, many researchers focus on optimization of signal control settings with certain and uncertain travel demand [1] .
The present paper is devoted to development of methodological tools for area traffic signal control under userequilibrium flow pattern with certain demand. Mathematical programming approach is suggested to apply for achieving this purpose. Note that there exist researches where mathematical programming was successfully employed to solve constrained optimization problems of signal control settings [2] , [3] , [4] . Moreover, bi-level programming technique was also implemented for tackling the problem of optimal signal control setting [5] , [6] . However, due to huge sizes of road networks in corresponding bi-level mathematical programs, a solution of lower level cannot be expressed explicitly [7] . Thereby, computationally tractable algorithms for a bi-level network design problems were appeared [8] . In this paper we offer mathematically explicit form of user-equilibrium assignment on the lower programming level for one type of networks. Explicit strategies of lower level allow manager of upper level to influence network performance directly solely by signal control setting. The same approach was used in several researches devoted to the competitive traffic assignment [9] , [10] and special transit network design [11] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces a bi-level optimal signal setting program on the network of general topology. In Section III the problem of Wardrop userequilibrium assignment on the network of parallel routes is considered. Equilibrium assignment is obtained in explicit mathematical form. Section IV is devoted to investigation of the network consisting of two intersecting subnetworks of parallel routes. Bi-level program is formulated for such a network. Due to explicit decisions, obtained for the network of parallel routes, formulated bi-level program is transformed in a way of direct signal control influence. Conclusions for this paper and topics of interest for further investigations are briefly summarized in Section V.
II. OPTIMAL SIGNAL SETTING ON THE NETWORK OF GENERAL TOPOLOGY
Consider the network presented by directed graph G that includes a set of consecutively numbered nodes N and a set of consecutively numbered arcs A. Let R denote the set of origin nodes and S -the set of destination nodes (R ∩ S = ∅). We also use following notation: W -the set of origindestination pairs (OD-pair) between R and S, w ∈ W ; Jthe set of signalized intersections in the network; A j -the set of approaching links for intersection j ∈ J; K w -the set of possible routes w OD-pair; F w -demand between w OD-pair; f w k -traffic flow through route k, k ∈ K w ; x atraffic flow on the arc a ∈ A, x = (. . . , x a , . . .); λ a -green time proportion on link a ∈ A (green light timing in whole traffic lights cycle), λ = (. . . , λ a , . . .); t a (x a , λ a ) -travel time through congested signalized link a ∈ A; δ w a,k -indicator: δ w a,k = 1 if link a is a part of path k connecting OD-pair w, and δ w a,k = 0 otherwise. Now we are able to formulate the following bi-level programming problem:
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when traffic flows are assumed to be assigned according to user-equilibrium of Wardrop
subject to
with definitional constraints
In a similar way, bi-level program was formulated for global optimal signal setting under queuing network equilibrium conditions [5] . For this purpose queuing delay influencing on storage capacity was introduced. Such constraints take into account queue length on congested links before signalized junctions. Eventually, queues increasing on the approaches to an intersection was restricted so that upstream intersections were not blocked. Here we do not deal with such constraint, because it could lead to empty set of possible decision in bilevel program when demand becomes too big. Nevertheless, to evaluate the average level of road loading and corresponding queues plate scanning technique could be used [12] .
III. USER-EQUILIBRIUM OF WARDROP ON THE SIGNALIZED NETWORK OF PARALLEL ROUTES
Consider transportation network presented by digraph consisted of one OD-pair and n parallel routes. We use following notation: N = {1, . . . , n} -set of numbers of all routes; L i -the set of sequentially numbered links of route i, i = 1, n, |L i | = l i ; F -demand between OD-pair; f i -traffic flow through route i, i = 1, n, f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ); t 0 il , c il and λ il -free travel time, capacity and green time proportion of link l belonging to route i, l = 1, . . . , l i , i = 1, n;
-travel time through congested signalized link l of route i, l = 1, l i , i = 1, n. We are modeling travel time as modified linear BPR cost function [13] , [3] , [5] . In this notation when signal control pattern is setted Wardrop user-equilibrium assignment of traffic flows could be formulated as follows:
Lemma. Assignment f * is user-equilibrium of Wardrop if and only if there exists such ω (Lagrange multiplier) that
Proof: To obtain (11) we use Kuhn-Tucher theorem. As soon as goal function is linear Kuhn-Tucker conditions are necessary and sufficient. Therefore Lagrangian of the problem (8)- (10) is
Let us differentiate L with respect to f i and equate it to zero then we obtain
According to Kuhn-Tucker condition of complementary slackness f i η i = 0 ∀i = 1, n it is clear that
Thus due to (12) and (13) we directly obtain (11).
Introduce following additional notation: t Corollary Assignment f * is user-equilibrium of Wardrop if and only if there exists such ω (Lagrange multiplier) that
Proof: If f i > 0 for some i = 1, n then from (11) f i = ω − t 0 i r i (λ i ) > 0 and, consequently, we obtain first condition from (14). If f i = 0 for some i = 1, n then from (11) t 0 i ≥ ω and we obtain second condition from (14).
Without loss of generality, we assume that the routes are numbered as follows:
Theorem 1. When (15) holds user-equilibrium of Wardrop in the problem (8)- (10) is appeared under following assignment
Proof: Introduce k ∈ {1, n} such that when (15) holds t 0 k < ω and t 0 k+1 ≥ ω. Substitute (14) into (9) then
Now if we substitute (18) into (14) then we obtain (16).
To find k let us remind that t 0 k < ω ≤ k 0 k+1 and, hence, following inequality holds
Theorem 1 offers explicit form of Wardrop userequilibrium assignment on the network of parallel routes for any fixed signal control pattern.
IV. OPTIMAL SIGNAL SETTING ON INTERSECTING NETWORKS OF PARALLEL ROUTES
Consider network consisting of two intersecting networks of parallel routes (an example of such a network is shown in Fig. 1 ). We suppose there are two independent traffic flows F and H between two independent OD-pairs. These traffic flows influence each other solely at signalized junctions because of alternative traffic lights and do not have any common traffic links. Introduce following notation: N = {1, . . . , n} -set of numbers of all routes for F ; M = {1, . . . , m} -set of numbers of all routes for H; L i -the set of sequentially numbered links of route i, i = 1, n, |L i | = l i ; K j -the set of sequentially numbered links of route j, j = 1, m, |K j | = k j ; I -the set of pairs (l, k) for some l ∈ L i and k ∈ K j , i = 1, n, j = 1, m such that corresponding links approach in the same intersection of the network; f i -traffic flow through route i, i = 1, n, f = (f 1 , . . . , f n ); h j -traffic flow through route j, j = 1, m, h = (h 1 , . . . , h n ); t 0 il , c il and λ il -free travel time, capacity and green time proportion of link l belonging to route i, l = 1, . . . , l i , i = 1, n; t 
Moreover by analogy with r i (λ i ), i = 1, n we introduce
In considered case the problem of optimal signal settings (1)-(7) has the following bi-level expression
As soon as traffic links for flows F and H are independent their user-equilibrium assignments could be found separately in explicit forms due to Theorem 1. Then the problem (20)-(27) could be reformulated in such a way that user-equilibrium flow patterns for F and H are appeared as explicit condition of the lower programming level:
and
Therefore one can see that for network consisting of two intersecting subnetworks of parallel routes decision maker is able to manage signal timing sets directly. Indeed for such network bi-level optimization program could be reduced to the problem (28)-(35) when decision maker everytime knows reaction of users (32)-(35) on any fixed signal control setting λ. Hence his issue is to find such setting λ that offers minimum to the goal function (28).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper the problem of traffic signal control in congested road networks was discussed. Bi-level programming approach was addressed to formulate signal setting problem under user-equilibrium traffic flow assignment with certain demand. For special type of networks, the strategies of the lower level are obtained explicitly. Due to explicit form of lower level strategies, bi-level program could be transformed into decision-making tool with direct traffic signal influence on the networking performance. In further works the problem of signal control settings is planed to consider under competitive traffic assignment conditions. Moreover it is interesting to investigate how signal control pattern changes when special transit network is appeared.
